Abstract. In this paper we establish a new local convergence theorem for partial sums of arbitrary stochastic adapted sequences. As corollaries, we generalize some recently obtained results and prove a limit theorem for the entropy density of an arbitrary information source, which is an extension of case of nonhomogeneous Markov chains.
Introduction and the main results
Let {X n , F n , n 0} be a stochastic adapted sequence on a probability space (Ω, F , P), that is, {F n , n 0} is an increasing sequence of sub σ-algebras of F , and X n is F n -measurable. Liu, Yan and Yang proved a limit theorem for partial sums of bounded stochastic adapted sequences (see [2] ). Liu obtained a limit theorem for multivariate function sequences of discrete random variables (see [3] ). The main purpose of this paper is to establish a new limit theorem for partial sums of stochastic adapted sequences. As corollaries, we generalize the above results and establish a limit theorem for the entropy density of an arbitrary information source, which extends the case of nonhomogeneous Markov chains (see [4] ). Theorem 1. Let {X n , F n , n 0} be a stochastic adapted sequence, and let (a n ) be a sequence of non-negative r.v.'s defined on (Ω, F , P). Let α > 0, and set
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By (3) and (5) we have
Letting λ > 0 and λ < 0, dividing both sides of (6) by λ, we have respectively
Using the inequalities log x x − 1 (x > 0), 0 e x − 1 − x 1 2 x 2 e |x| and the properties of the superior and inferior limits, lim sup n (a n + b n ) lim sup n a n + lim sup n b n , lim inf n (a n + b n ) lim inf n a n + lim inf n b n ,
